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CHT Overview
Utility token – Community Hedge token ($CHT) is a Communityowned utility token, dedicated to bringing greater efficiency, safety
and market expansion to the space. The BSC token space has
became corrupted with quick cash grabs, honey pots and lousy
developers not bringing real value to the space.
We’re here to change that.

Pairing (CHT/BUSD)
$CHT has been paired with Binance US Doller (BUSD). According to Binance, BUSD is one of the
few stable coins within cryptocurrency that has a 1/1 backing in the actual cash equivalent, held
and managed by Paxos. BUSD also provides monthly audited reports of it’s reserves. $CHT has
been paired with BUSD to emphasise the strength, stability and security of $CHT.
Due to being paired with the US dollars value we are not subject to market volatility unlike any
other tokens paired with BNB/ETH. Other tokens paired with BNB will be negatively impacted
when the price of the underlying asset falls, thus impacting the chart in an unfavourable manner.
When the market is in a cycle of growth $CHT will also benefit from expansion through a greater
audience, whist protecting investors from a potential correction. $CHT has been built to thrive in
all market conditions.

Tokenomics
Total Liquidity Pool Burn
$CHT's initial liquidity provided at launched has been 100% burnt
meaning $CHT will forever be tradeable and is 'unruggable'. Most tokens
choose to lock their liquidity for a set time period and extend or remove
based on the success of their project. This indicates to investors the
developers do not believe in their project as they are uncertain of the
outcome. $CHT is a long-term project dedicated to giving real intrinsic
value to its holders and the BSC space. The 100% liquidity pool burn is
just a reflection of our core beliefs.
Give value, don't take value.

Tokenomics
Community Surplus
Community surplus of 2% is taxed on all transactions. This is used to
build and grow the community during the initial phases of launch. Once
we are large enough, this fund will stay present, and the community will
be able to vote on our platform to choose how they would like to
allocate the funds.

Tokenomics
Buy Back and Burn
This is a 2% tax applied to all transactions. This fund is used to buy
available supply thus supporting the chart and ensuring good levels of
volume throughout. By reducing the supply of the token through buy
backs, we create greater stability and a rising price floor for investors.

Tokenomics
Automatic Liquidity Pool injections (Auto LP)
This 2% tax is automatically injected into the liquidity pool. This reduces
volatility and creates a rising price floor of $CHT. Auto LP will also make
our token more attractive to larger investors (whales) as a growing
liquidity pool facilitates greater buys without extreme volatility.

Tokenomics
Max wallet
$CHT has a 1% maximum wallet size, this protects investors from one
individual holding too much of the token supply. This subsequently leads
to a more trusting environment for new investors, as it gives equal
opportunity and levels the playing field.

The current microcap space
Currently the Binance smart chain (BSC) space is incredibly unorganised and inefficient. Imagine you’re a new
investor, where do you start? You’ll use Coin Sniper to find new projects, Pancakeswap to buy new projects
and then telegram to stay updated with projects. Now how is a new member to the market supposed to
figure out how to navigate all these platforms? A 30 minute You tube tutorial? With the average attention
span falling at a rapid rate, researchers estimate you have 8 seconds to capture someone’s attention, thus
rendering the current system ineffective, outdated and uninviting.
The microcap space currently has seen a great expansion in services provided, more developers, tokens and
services provided without a larger market to operate within. Due to the sequence of growth between service
provider/investor the market has become saturated, resulting in an exchange of funds between the same
group.
The vast majority of the microcap space runs off private groups (who you know) as supposed to real due
diligence. For newcomers to the market this heavily disadvantages them, with the only vantage point being
luck…. Making it almost the decentralised online casino.
The space needs to change.

Our Utility Platform
CH Swap incorporates all the main areas of the market into one ‘T.T.C.C’ Trade, Track, Chat,
Check. Through our platform you will be able to find the latest safe tokens, trade and stay
updated with them. All tokens being added to our site will have to complete and pass vigorous
checks ensuring they’re safe. Not only does this simplify the space it will bring a new element of
trust, transparency and efficiency. This will also aid onboarding new individuals to the space fixing
the sequence between service providers/developers and investors.
Having the whole space on one platform will enable us to conduct more effective marketing
through search engine optimization, social media adverts, billboards and mainstream trending. CH
Swap will also be available on Google play and App store soon after launch.
We will have a more detailed breakdown of the functions of the utility, alongside influential
youtubers creating tutorials on how to use closer to the date of complete launch.

Revenue
A 0.5% fee will be applied to CH swap which will be used to buy back and burn
$CHT.
CH swap will also generate revenue from advertisements/promotions on the
platform. A percentage of this money will be equally distributed amongst $CHT
holders giving a real yield to holding $CHT. The remaining revenue will be used
to progress and advance the platform.
A common theme throughout the (BSC) Space is bring it back to its old days,
however, we are dedicated to bringing BSC out of the old and into the future, a
fresh era of expansion.

Roadmap
o Organic growth, new
commers to space
o Small scale promotions
o Word of mouth
o Initial Social media push
o Shill group
o Small promotions
o Target influencer
o Publicity stunts
o Banners/trending/upvotes

AMAs
Podcast discussions
Informative growth
White paper release
Swap release
Large promotions TG/Twitter
New tokens deployed on our
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Full utility released
CEX’s
Billboards
Greater promotions
Celebrity reviews
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Platforms app developed
Deployment of google play and IOS app
Trending on CMC/CG/CEX’s
Trending on the Appstore
Continuous rolling marketing
New partnerships

